1970 mail jeep

Production started in by Willys , which was renamed Kaiser Jeep in The DJ-3A was introduced
in for the model year. It was an inexpensive design because it efficiently used Jeep's existing
tooling and technology. It was offered with many different body options including a soft top,
metal top, or a full van body. The marketing focused on it being "perfect for economical
deliveries" and "for carefree business and pleasure transportation. In early , Willys introduced
the Jeep Gala to the export markets and uses desiring the nimble size and open bodywork, but
no need for four wheel-drive. It was finished in pink, green, or blue and trimmed with matching
white striped fabric, as well as with fringe on its top. In fall , a similar model called the Jeep
Surrey was introduced in the US market. The primary target market were resort hotels and
vacation centers. The Surrey came with a standard striped fabric top, as well as a matching
fabric cover for what was advertised as a " Continental tire mount. It was based on the CJ-5 and
used the Hurricane and Dauntless engines. The DJ-5A was introduced in , beginning the
lettering system indicating changes within the series. The main body was a single unit,
resembling the earlier Jeep when equipped with the metal Extreme Cold Weather Enclosure
hard top. The models used by the United States Post Office had right-hand drive without power
steering , and were built in a lighter, less durable design than the standard Jeep. These changes
included the use of C-channel frame rails as opposed to the box rails of the CJ-5 and, while the
hood was the same dimensions as and interchangeable with the CJ, it did not have the
reinforced design of the original. The standard configuration had only a driver's seat and a letter
tray installed. This decreased curb weight, combined with different leaf springs than other
models, allowed carrying more cargo weight behind the driver. The metal side doors were also
designed to slide open and closed, and could be locked open while driving. They were
supported by ball bearings, which ran in a channel just under the rain gutter, and a plastic
retainer ran in a small channel along the body. A worn, damaged or lost retainer would allow the
door to swing outward, fail to engage the rubber stop on the rear bumper, and slide completely
off of the channel and the vehicle. A single, hinged rear door gave access from the floor to the
bottom of the hard top, and was the width of the open area between the wheel wells. There were
no cutouts in the body for the rear wheels, which made tire changes more difficult, as even
when the frame was jacked well off the ground, the axle did not fall enough for the tire to clear
the body. The DJ-5A used standard inch passenger car tires, with no provision for carrying a
spare. While the front bumper was of the standard CJ design though thinner and lighter than the
original , the rear bumper was a unique design, a single stamped part that ran the full width of
the vehicle. At each end was a rubber stopper for the sliding doors. The gallon fuel tank was
under the rear body, just ahead of the bumper. In , a unique five-slot grille without turn signals
that was used only on postal Jeeps was introduced. The model actually has the grille extend
past the front of the hood edge. This allowed more room for the AMC Straight-6 engine and
radiator. Like the DJ-5A, while resembling the CJ series, these were built as a completely
enclosed, rear-wheel drive vehicle, with sliding side doors which could be opened while driving
, and a swinging rear door. Most models only had the driver's seat and a mail tray where the
second seat would normally be located. One improvement over earlier Jeeps was mounting the
rear springs outside of the frame rails, thus providing greater stability for the vehicle with its
top-heavy enclosed cargo area, especially at highway speeds. Most models were also equipped
with a limited slip differential and a heavy-duty steering gearbox. Other improvements include a
vent in the roof and cut-outs around the rear tires. AM General used a variety of powerplants
during production. American Motors experimented with electric vehicles and starting in
mass-produced the DJ-5E, a rear-wheel drive electric delivery van, also known as the Electruck.
Postal Service purchased vehicles for the use in cities with serious air pollution. From
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General. Compact SUV. Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon.
Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward
Control. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler
Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact
crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size
crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ.
Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Grand Wagoneer SJ.
Wagoneer SJ. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT. Vehicle availablity
limited to China. Concept Cars. Mike Stuff Only. Search this site. Navigation Mike's Home.
Follow Me. DJ5 Postal Jeep. Jeepster Commando. Mike's Favorite Movies. Mike's Music.
Unusual and Cool Cars. My Past Cars. Harroun Motors Corporation. Road Trip Blog. The DJ-5
series Jeeps were made from thru or , depending on your source. They were traditionally Right
Hand Drive for postal carriers. Many used the long-running AMC strait-6 engine 3. They were
also only 2 wheel drive, with a strait tube axle in front like a dana axle with the pumpkin
removed. Some like mine even used kingpin front joints! But like all things AMC, or "Any Make
Construction", they used parts from a variety of sources, and changed from year to year.
Luckily, there are parts sources that are very helpful in that area. See bottom. Today, a small
percentage of the DJ-5's are still in service, and many are still being used as postal delivery
vehicles. There were a few sources in the 's that would acutally rebuild your DJ5 to "like new
condition" for continued use. There are a few parts sources servicing the DJ's see below , and
most parts are available. But the DJ is not considered highly desirable for many reasons: They
are spartian metal cans with no creature comforts. They are downright squirly to drive, their
short wheelbase 81"? And they are top heavy with the metal roof and doors. A few folks have
restored them for nostalgia sake, a few have hotrodded them, and others like me just wanted
one to drive. Perhaps because I manufacture just about every plastic part in the current Jeep JK
so I am exposed to the culture more than the normal joe. But I like odd and unique cars. Gabriel,
driving his around every day thru my neighborhood. So Nostalgia. And they are really cheap to
buy, and our second kid took care of what was left of "disposable income. Crazy, I know. Why
use a DJ? Again, odd and unique cars. See additional links at the bottom. Bought it from a guy
who was using it as a Michigan football tailgating car. I am sure it got lots of attention. Planning
on going with a white or silver vinyl sticky stripe down the sides to cover the ugly paint line. But
really that is all I plan to do. I am just going to work on the mechanicals and drive it as-is. I
bought it for the experience, not as a restoration project. In the late 70's and 80's, there were
several DJ "rebuilders" across the country - shops that would rebuild and refresh your DJ for
continued use. There was even one that made all new fiberglass body kits for them! I believe
mine to have been rebuilt at some point. It is a parts-bin assembly of about 5 different DJ
models! Not to mention some patch panels, refinished and painted frame rails, bondo slapped
unceremoniously throughout the body, etc, etc.. Late's 4. Note the Ford Ranger seats.
Fiberglass Jeep rebuilder in the 's. NOT mine. The automotive branch of the business was sold
to American Motors in Why did I get a postal jeep in ? Time to Move on. But I will leave this page
here. The sporty two-door full-size Cherokee SJ sweeps the 4x4 of the Year awards. Six models
help elevate sales to all-time highs. Four-wheel-drive vehicles were becoming very popular â€”
by , AMC was producing vehicles a day. The vehicle resembled the CJ, but was different in
many ways; it was completely enclosed, rear wheel drive only, included sliding doors, and
included a swinging rear door. Later offerings were called J inch or J inch. Improvements
included front disc brakes, a new front axle, six-stud wheels and heavier frame cross members.
The trim package was produced from The package consisting mostly of color choices and
detailing, the package also offered an optional, factory-installed CB radio. It was the truck
equivalent of the wide-track Cherokee Chief and included two versions: the step-bed Sportside
and the Townside. The Laredo package replaced the Honcho in A two-wheel drive version DJ-5
was offered through Spanning thirty years, the CJ-5 had the longest production run of any Jeep
vehicle. It featured a unique industry-first detaching system that made removal of the camper a
simple operation. This unique CJ-5 featured special striping on the hood and seats, chrome
front bumper, roll bar, OHV inline six, black rubber lip extensions on the fenders, and oversize
Polyglas white-walled tires. Also, were finished in Big Bad Orange early in the run not shown.
The new Cherokee was a sporty, two-door version of the Wagoneer and featured bucket seats, a
sports steering wheel, and racy detailing designed to appeal to younger, more adventurous
drivers. In , the Cherokee was offered in two body styles: the Cherokee wide-track with
three-inch wider axles and fender flares, and the Cherokee with normal size axles and no fender
flares. A four-door version of the Cherokee was available by AMC brought back the two-door
Wagoneer as the youth-oriented Cherokee. In January of , the Cherokee Chief was introduced.
The Wide-Track option was available with key upgraded interior and exterior features: exterior

stripes, larger wheels, three-inch-wider axles, larger front and rear wheel cutouts, Dana 44 front
and rear axles, and a nicer interior. The CJ-7 had a slightly longer wheelbase than the CJ-5 in
order to allow space for an automatic transmission. The CJ-7 featured squared-off door
openings vs. A quick way to distinguish the two apart. The 21,mile trip took days to complete
and included a remarkable crossing through the Darien Gap, a stretch of hostile jungle that had
only once before been crossed by the British military in days with the loss of eight men. Smith
and his men crossed the Darian Gap in 30 days and lost no one. For the first time, the CJ-7
offered an optional molded plastic top and steel doors. Both the The CJ-5 Golden Eagle
package was available from The Wagoneer Limited was the spiritual successor to the Super
Wagoneer and was later renamed the Grand Wagoneer. The Limited was the most luxurious 4x4
ever produced at that time. Skip to main content. Shopping Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu.
Skip to main navigation. Badge of Honor. Overview s s s s s s s s s. Learn More. Find Your
Country. Contact Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to
the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown.
Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see
your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to I have never
sold an auto on ebay, so if I am leaving anything out please ask questions! I have more photos.
Bought this recently to use on a postal route. I had big dreams of a cute little postie all restored,
but I am not quite as "vintage" as I thought I could make myself. Right hand drive, automatic
transmission, 2 wheel drive, " Inline 6", runs and starts well, may need new tires due to
weatherization, we have had both side doors open, but the passenger side is stuck this morning
so not sure what's up with the passenger side. I know that when we did have it open, it was not
as smooth as the driver side. I do not know how many miles are on this. The odometer says 98,
but how many times that has spun around I have no idea. It runs good. Mechanic says the
brakes are rusty from sitting, but that they should smooth out with use. He referred to it as a "
Inline 6. Started on first key turn this morning. Appears to run great by everyone who has driven
it. From what I hear from auto restorers, the majority of the rust is "flat"which is good for
restoration surface rust. One friend mentioned how the corners of the panels are in good shape
but I know nothing about restoration. There is no keyhole on the "passenger" side, but the
driver side does lock. The back door swings open fine. I pulled the emergency brake once to
test it and I don't think it worksâ€¦ was loose and was able to move forward. There is some
damage on the back upper interior as in the photos. The seatbelt works and the heater appears
to work, along with the fan. The windshield is good, but there are some half circle marks from
the windshield wipers. I really don't know much more than that, but I am more than happy to get
any questions answered or send more photos of specifics. I haven't owned it very long because
it didn't take me long to figure out I wanted a newer car. For an older vehicle, though, she's
great in my opinion which is why I bought her in the first place! This vehicle is being sold
without any expressed or implied warranties or guarantees and is AS-IS condition. Buyer is
responsible for any and all shipping, transporting, and delivery costs. Clear Montana title. The
vehicle is in Manhattan, Montana zip code Thank you! This photo of a example is courtesy of
Joe Chapman. The big question is, where are they now? Post Office bought some DJ-5's, with
hardtops and modifications including door sills modified for easy access, spare tires missing
from the right side to provide clearance for sliding doors and mailboxes, and in some cases
right-hand drive. DJ-5A With the Post Office becoming the main buyer for delivery Jeeps, Kaiser
created the DJ-5A in , with a fully enclosed body, and Chevrolet 4-cylinder engine and
PowerGlide automatic transmission for stop-and-go driving. This photo shows a "Dispatcher "
nameplate on the cowl, rather than a JEEP stamping in the sheet metal. Mark Randall describes
other distinguishing details of the DJ-5A: no rear wheel opening cutouts, painted headlight
rings, unique large amber turn signals in the grille with no chrome rings, wiper motor on the
outside, paddle latches on the sliding doors, and square taillights mounted high on the rear.
DJ-5B After purchasing Kaiser in , American Motors used its own inline six-cylinder engine
during the 's, and American General built versions up to DJ-5M into the 's, using other engines.
The extended radiator guard necessary to accommodate the larger engines gave it a "bullnose"
look. Mark lists other changes AM General made to the postal Jeep: they initially had no rear
wheel openings, but at some time in late '70 the rear wheel cutout was added to make it easier
to remove the wheels, and the high-mounted square taillights became round cutout lights with
separate amber rear signal lights. This undated photo also shows further changes: projecting
handles on the doors, fender-mounted front turn signals, wiper motor moved inside, and
ventilators on the cowl and roof. See below for the various drive trains used through The blue
and white paint scheme began changing to all white circa , and this picture suggests that the
first white Jeeps may have been DJ-5E Electrucks see below. Mark Randall points out the
distinctive features of the DJ-5E on this example; a longer front fender and the radiator guard

immediately behind the bumper. Note also that the mirrors on the blue Jeeps indicate left-hand
drive. Photo courtesy of Hugo90 on Flickr. This postal Jeep delivered some letters to the
Addams family mansion in the movie Addams Family Reunion Postal Jeeps were also used in
Canada, but many of them were replaced with newer trucks as early as the 's. The example in
this photo was in service on the east coast of Canada into the 's, and is now preserved at the
Canadian Postal Museum in Ottawa. They designated it DJ-5E and marketed it as the Electruck.
The longer front end is noticeable in this photo; the front fender panel extending four inches
back beyond the wheel opening, and the front grille pushed forward to the bumper. Over electric
Jeeps were reportedly sold to the U. Postal Service, and five sent to Canada Post. One of those
Canadian examples is known to have survived and been restored, as seen here. The volt power
for the Electruck was initially provided by two large volt lead-acid batteries from Gould,
weighing pounds. The same voltage is provided here by nine 6-volt units in series. Thanks to
Mark Randall and all the photographers. Return to Siblings of the CJ-3B. Visit CJ3B. Maybe
you're familiar with the Jeep Scrambler, but then again, maybe you're not. Take a good, close
look at this Jeep CJ8 Postal Scrambler, which isn't your run-of-the-mill off-roader. Originally
used for mail delivery in Alaska Very nice dj6 with Mercedes Benz diesel motor and
transmission. Take a good, close look at this Jeep CJ8 Postal Scrambler, which isnt your
run-of-the-mill off-roader. Local Jeep.. Previous Owner Did Restoration.. All Lights work
including dome and turn signals.. Power Brakes.. Great wheels and Tires.. We Performed
Inspection and Adjusted Carb.. Runs and Drives New Arrival. Get down the road in this handy
Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sahara and fall in love with driving all over Does it all! Jeep vehicles
are known for being some of the most faithful cars on the ro Hold on to your seats!!! Jeep has
done it again!!! They have built some tenacious vehicles and Sort By. Date recent Price highest
first Price lowest first. Postal jeep - Used Cars. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price
lowest first. On page 20 40 Green Valley, AZ. Make offer. Benton, AR. Lithia Springs, GA.
Cadillac, MI. Postal jeep. Other Jeep Models. If you have any questions or need help email us,
call us or click here for HELP. Winter of in front of the office. Jeep look Changing Over the
years. Great pictures from the Internet. Interesting Dj5's found on the internet. These are some
of the first pictures I saw of the Jeep. This is the Car Hauler in the Jeep. I took out the seat so I
could carry stuff to the Post Office. Grand Kids love sitting in the Jeep. It had a very old radio in
the dash! My son added new speakers and a CD player. To date I have
2003 ford focus zx3 owners manual
bayliner capri 2000
2003 oldsmobile alero wiring diagram
spent thousands putting it in good running shape way more than I had expected. That's the
Captain. The new look for Spring The extensive rear end rusting out in getting fixed. Both doors
and side panel being fixed and painted. That's going Postal. Punk that Postal Jeep What a great
color. America on the Go! Main Website. Ship Catalogue. How to Build a Ship! Navy Ball Caps.
How to Books. Photo- Etching. Ship Art Prints. Toll free - It was a cold winter from Indiana to
NY. It took three weeks to find someone to haul it to NY. Originally it had a back seat for her
kids. The extensive rear end rusting out in getting fixed. New Professional Paint Job Below.
American Postal Jeeps Older Colors. Mark Brown's Restoration DJ Yes this is a well done DJ
makeover hails from Iowa. Kiefer Sutherland in "Eye for an Eye". DJ5 Jeep ready for take off!
Jeep in front of my future Alma Mater I painted the whole Jeep inside and out with Cans of
Plasti-Dip Winter Two Daughters and grandson, Wannabe, Texans.

